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in addition to the lumizone panel, there is also an
action. there are two versions of the action
available, one with an option to use the single
channel or the r, g, and b channels, and the second
version is a single channel action. if you are a
frequent user of the panels controls, there is an
additional option to add a luminosity mask to the
action. i have been using the action on my own
images for a while now, and have noticed that my
retouching time has gone down considerably. of
course, this is not a replacement for using the
controls in the lumizone panel, but it certainly helps.
nbp.lumizone.1.0.001. plug-in for photoshop
(freqsep control). this plugin will create luminosity
masks for various frequencies in a photo. it can be
used as a standalone program. the freqsep control
plug-in is designed to replace photoshop's own
lumizone plug-in. nbp.freqsep.control.1.001. plug-in
for photoshop (freqsep control). this plugin will
create luminosity masks for various frequencies in a
photo. it can be used as a standalone program. the
freqsep control plug-in is designed to replace
photoshop's own lumizone plug-in. if you are
familiar with the process of utilizing frequency
separation in your retouching workflow, then you're
probably familiar with the the channels palette from
photoshop. i haven't been using the channels
palette to maintain a luminosity mask, but i have
been using the lumizone plugin before for this very
reason. what i wanted to achieve was the ability to
create multiple luminosity masks with frequency
separation between them, and what i got was a
creative plugin panel. i tested this plugin out earlier
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this year when it was first released, and i've told the
developer that i have a few recommendations, the
most important of which is being able to adjust the
frequency separation more easily. what i found was
that you couldn't set up the frequency separation
easily and it took a lot of trial and error to get the
values that i wanted. this version (1.0.002) is much
more streamlined and it takes a lot less effort to set
up. this plugin is still in its testing stages, and i
would not recommend using it until this has been
further tested. i am looking forward to what nbp has
to offer us in the future. i would recommend using
the plugin to anyone who uses frequency separation
in their retouching workflow.
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